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CHAMPAGNE  
 
You don’t need a special occasion to enjoy a champagne cocktail, because 
every now and then you want to drink on the fancier side of life, and we 
don’t blame you! In fact, we want to join you! 
 
Stealing Beauty       £16 
Grappa, Velvet Liqueur, Lime, Lillet Rouge, Champagne, Spiced Aperol Froth 
 
Beauty trapped in a glass… This cocktail is an invitation to a sensory experience 
impossible to resist. Discover the legendary Grappa Nonino, turning from a 
‘’Cinderella’’ into a ‘’Princess’’ in our elegant twist of the classic ‘’Air Mail’’.  
 
De Ica Con Brio       £17 
Pisco, Chutney, Citrus, Cranberry, Galliano, Champagne  
 
Ica is the birthplace of Pisco, the national spirit of Peru. We will show you how 
versatile it is, combining it with unusual ingredients such as homemade chutney, 
Champagne, Galliano and citrus. A very refreshing and savoury twist on the 
Champagne cocktail.  
 
E Pluribus Unum       £16 
Monkey 47, Hibiscus Shrub, Basil, Champagne 
 
‘’Out of many, one’’ is the traditional motto of the United States, a phrase that is 
engraved upon the Monkey 47 bottle. So, sit together and drink this herbaceous 
libation because everything is better in company. 
 
La Belle Noir        £17 
Calvados, Buttered Hazelnut, Dubonnet, Cacao and Tonka, Champagne 
 
La Chat Noir was one of the first places where people were able to see Burlesque 
show. La Belle Noir is inspired by this historic place and incorporates French classics 
such as Calvados and Dubonnet. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Everlasting Flower      £9 
Berries, Lemongrass, Lemon, Rose Syrup, Soda Water 
 
The elegance of rose, the freshness of lemongrass, married together with wild 
berries for a delightful long drink topped with soda water.  

Non-alcoholic 
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WHISK(E)Y 
 
When we’re not sipping fine whiskey, we’re mixing up cocktails that pack its 
unmistakably serious punch. Whisk(e)y is the king of cocktails, and we’re not 
afraid to mix it up either. These four whisk(e)y concoctions know what we're 
talking about. We guarantee, you won’t be disappointed! 
 
Triple Oak       £14 
Evan Williams 7 Years Old, Dubonnet, Amaro Nonino, Lemon, Angostura Bitters, 
Homemade Berry Wine, IPA Beer   
 
Whether you’re a Bourbon or Vermouth lover or you just like to enjoy a rich IPA beer. 
This cocktail is for you, all three flavours will tantalise your palate.   
 
Golden Dram       £14 
Macallan Gold, Cinnamon, Lillet Rouge, Homemade Apple and Balsamic Essence, 
Bitters  
 
Gold is a symbol of purity and luxury. We believe that Macallan Gold brings the best 
aroma and character to serve in our dram, which is enhanced only by the 
combination of Apples and Balsamic. 
 
Spice Compass       £14 
Auchentoshan, Cherry Heering, Curry Infused Bitters, Lemon, Egg White, Vanilla  
 
The British East India Company was in part, responsible for bringing many new spices 
to our shores from all over the world. Originally intended for foods and medicines 
they have more recently leapt across to world of cocktails and we believe this 
showcases them at their very best. 
 
Artist’s Highball       £14 
Great King Street Whisky, Maple, Lime, Bee Pollen Soda, Ylang Ylang Essence  
 
Highball is a “must” for any whisky-lover and this is our tribute to the Whisky maker or 
“The Artist of whisky”: a magical scotch based cocktail with a surprising and 
homemade bee pollen soda, maple syrup and Ylang Ylang. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pomona                  £10 
Apple, Balsamic Syrup, Yoghurt 
 
The West Country of England is famous for the quality of its apples from which it 
produces cider and other beverages. Apple is part of our heritage and we know 
you will love this pleasant drink as homage to our “Appley” traditions.  

Non-alcoholic 
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MARTINIS 
 
'A dry martini,' he said. 'One. In a deep champagne goblet.' 
'Oui, monsieur.' 
'Just a moment. Three measures of Gordon's, one of vodka, half a measure of Kina 
Lillet. Shake it very well until it's ice-cold, then add a large thin slice of lemon peel. Got 
it?' 
'Certainly monsieur.' The barman seemed pleased with the idea. 
'Gosh, that's certainly a drink,' said Leiter. 
Bond laughed. 'When I'm ... er ... concentrating,' he explained, 'I never have more 
than one drink before dinner. But I do like that one to be large and very strong and 
very cold, and very well made. I hate small portions of anything, particularly when 
they taste bad. This drink's my own invention. I'm going to patent it when I think of a 
good name.' 

— Casino Royale, Chapter 7: Rouge et Noir 
 
We’ve listed a few of our creations below if you need inspirations to start with one… 
 
 
F.E.W Garden       £16 
F.E.W Gin, Pickled Juice, Pickled Beetroot, Sea Salt 
 
Our seasonal twist of the ‘’Gibson’’ classic that brings the bold colour of the drink and 
subtle flavour of pickled beetroots in a perfect balance.  
 
The Remedy       £14 
Konik’s Tail Vodka, Ginger Wine, Carpano Dry, Peychaud’s Bitters 
 
During 18th and 19th Century, Ginger wine was very popular and considered a healthy 
drink. Our Remedy is a smooth and aromatic martini which you won’t forget.  
 
Vanishing Lady       £14 
Hayman’s Gin, Chartreuse Verte, Bergamot, Pine Flavour, Antica Formula Espuma  
 
Alfred Hitchcock’s last movie on English soil until 1970 inspired this cocktail. All of the 
ingredients are blended perfectly together in a sweet and crisp symphony.  
 
Roy by Sunday       £14 
Ocho Tequilla, White Cacao Liqueur, Lime, Mint, Absinthe  
 
Our experiences in life that are associated to strong feelings, images, smells and 
tastes is what make them lasting, unique memories and Roy by Sunday did that. Our 
first cocktail created at the Hyde Bar for our first guest.  
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BARTENDER’S CHOICE 
 
With these cocktails you can delve into the minds of our bartenders. These 
are the individual signature cocktails of each of our bartenders. We are not 
quite sure what it says about them, apart from they are very complex and 
well put together….I guess we already knew that. 
 
El Rey Dorado        £16 
El Dorado 15 Years Old, Yellow Chartreuse, Demerara Saffron, Orange, Saffron 
Bitters,  
 
‘’El Rey Dorado’’ or ‘’The Golden King’’ is a taste of a great history in ‘Old Fashioned 
Style’. 
 
Lola’s Sip        £14 
Black Cow Pure Milk Vodka, Saint Germain Liqueur, Lemon, Sugar, Cranberry,  
Jasmine Essence 
 
Did you ever try vodka from milk? A revolutionary spirit crafted in Dorset with a 
product that is just as Friesian as it is Russian. Other ingredients such as elderflower 
liqueur, cranberry and jasmine evoke images of the beautiful landscape of this region 
in southern England.  
 
Kong         £14 
Banana Liqueur, El Dorado 3 Years Old, Coffee, Habanero  
 
The king of the jungle might have liked this one but the quest for beauty killed the 
beast. Homemade banana liqueur merges together with El Dorado 3, cold brew coffee 
and habanero syrup.  
 
Tapper’s Milk       £14 
Ceylon Arrack, Spiced Rice Milk, Tropical Sherbet, Lime 
 
The Toddy Tapper is climbing up palm trees to collect the sap before running back to 
the distillery to start distilling Arrack. This cocktail could be the best way to refresh him 
after a long day on Ceylon Island.   
 

 

 
 
 
 

After the Hurricane      £9 
Mango, Passion Fruit, Pineapple, Ginger, Hibiscus  
 
Have a sip, close your eyes and this combination of ingredients will bring you to 
Caribbean Islands but only till you finish your drink!  

Non-alcoholic 
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WINE BY THE GLASS 
 
CHAMPAGNE       125ml 

 
NV Laurent Perrier Brut      £13 
Champagne, France 
Freshness, elegance and balance, due to a high proportion of Chardonnay in the 
blend this has a lovely lightness of touch. 
 
NV Cuvée Rosé Brut, Laurent Perrier    £18 
Champagne, France 
Highly expressive bouquet, extraordinary depth and freshness, and delicious red berry 
flavours that have made it a benchmark for all rosé champagnes around the world. 
 

WHITE WINE       175ml 
 
2015 Moraleda Chardonnay, Vintae    £7.25 
Navarra, Spain 
Aattractive light yellow-green color and vibrant pear and lemon aromas. Lush and 
crispy on the palate, beautifully balance the subtle creaminess and vanilla that comes 
on the finish.   
 
2016 Petit Chenin, Ken Forrester Wines    £8 
Western Cape, South Africa 
A youthful fresh wine with quince and pear drop flavours. Real freshness on the palate 
with crunchy green apple and grapefruit flavours. Good mouth feel and appetisingly 
tangy finish. 
 
2015 Vermentino di Sardegna, Villa Solais, Santadi   £8.5 
Sardinia, Italy 
Lovely fresh aromas of peach and lemon. Deliciously zippy and fresh, this Vermentino 
comes from Sardinia’s east coast.  
 
2015 Sauvignon Blanc, Sutherland     £9.5 
Western Cape, South Africa 
Prominent aromas of fresh citrus and passion fruit. These follow through on the 
palate with a lovely long mineral finish. This wine is fragrant and fruity with a dry, zesty 
finish. 
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WINES BY THE GLASS 
 

ROSÉ WINE       175ml 
 
2015 Las Fincas Rosado, Chivite Family Estates   £11.5 
Navarra, Spain 
Pale pink. Intense, very fruity. Strawberry and rose petals at the end. Smooth and 
pleasant attack. Balance mouth feel. Long persistence with notes of cherry in the 
aftertaste. 
 

RED WINE       175ml 
 
2015 Les Amandiers Merlot, Chateau du Vieux Parc   £7.25 
Languedoc, France 
Bright ruby body with a garnet rim and a spicy nose with wild cherries, cassis and ripe 
grapes. Juicy body with soft mooth and fruity palate with a slightly peppery finish. 
 
2014 Pinot Noir Reserva, De Gras     £7.75 
Leyda Valley, Chile 
Cherry red in colour with fresh and intense aromas of cherry on the nose with a touch 
of rose petals. A medium bodied wine with fresh red fruit and a refreshing acidity and 
richness. 
 
2014 Estacion 1833 Cabernet Franc, Trapiche   £9.5 
Mendoza, Argentina 
This Cabernet Franc has aromas of dark fruits such as blueberries and blackcurrants 
with hints of white pepper. It is smooth on the palate with soft tannins and a long 
lingering finish. 
 
2015 Brusco dei Barbi, Fattoria dei Barbi    £10 
Tuscany, Italy 
Brilliant ruby red in colour, the wine has a fragrant bouquet with hints of plum and 
red berries. It is medium bodied with soft tannins and a rich long finish. 
 
2013 The Footbolt Shiraz, d'Arenberg    £11 
McLaren Vale, Australia 
The nose is incredibly lifted and fragrant, red fruits and peppery spices feature 
strongly. The palate is pleasantly bright with lively acidity and elegant fruit weight.  
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GIN          
 
Hayman’s London, England      £9 
nose - fresh crisp citrus notes as well as bright juniper and floral accents.  
palate - crisp and elegant, there is a touch of orange as well as a dry, gently spiced.   
finish - a balanced, elegant and delicate finish.   
garnish – lemon wheel. 
 
Death’s Door, USA      £13 
nose - a good, soft hit of juniper and coriander on the nose.  
palate - spicy start, mellow slightly with fennel coming through. 
finish - lingering spice on the tongue.   
garnish – pear.  
 
Bathtub, England        £10 
nose - fresh juniper with a slight citrus aroma and a light juniper scent combining well.  
palate - slight raw kick of juniper but develops into creamy texture.  
finish - long and slightly dry finish.   
garnish –thyme.  
 
Hendrick’s, Scotland      £10 
nose - fresh and floral, with sweet lime and light spices. 
palate - smooth, with rose and sweet citrus.  
finish - long and floral with touch of rose.   
garnish – cucumber.   
 
Monkey 47, Germany      £16 
nose - lime zest are immediately apparent, eucalyptus and pine forest aromas.  
palate - clean, invigorating zesty palate with lime still very evident. good herbal notes.  
finish - citrus and pine flavours.   
garnish – plum. 
 
Gin Mare, Spain       £11 
nose - spicy and herbaceous. reminiscent of a humid pine forest. 
palate - boldly flavoured. bursts open with pine, eucalyptus, basil and fresh coriander.   
finish - dry with basil, green olives, cardamom and black pepper spice.   
garnish –rosemary.  
 
Old English, England      £11 
nose – very interesting on the nose, juniper forward but some musky darker notes. 
palate – lots of bright juniper, vivid citrus notes, sweet lemon and orange rind.  
finish – long, a bit earthy and indistinct with a touch of heat.   
garnish – juniper berries. 
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GIN (Continued) 
 
FEW American, USA      £18 
nose – earthy and faintly bready with piney juniper, lemon zest and almond croissant. 
palate - angelica root with an earthy character and distinctive dried mushroom notes.   
finish - earthy zesty not fade leaving attractive lingering spice.  
garnish – orange.   
 
Portobello Road, England      £9 
nose – elegant, floral nose with juniper lavender and camphor.  
palate – juniper, citrus, spice with nutmeg and cinnamon with savoury celery notes.   
finish – lingering liquorice and nutmeg finish.   
garnish – grapefruit.   
 
Tanqueray No. 10, Scotland      £10 
nose – spruce-like juniper, pink grapefruit and camomile with complex spice. 
palate – incredibly silky, juniper is integrated with freshly squeezed lemon and orange.   
finish – all these flavours continue through the long, almost creamy sherbety finish.   
garnish – lime.  
 
Gin 209, USA       £10.5 
nose – bergamot orange zest, pungent green cardamom spice and fresh lavender.  
palate – initial faint sweetness. citrusy bergamot, lemon zest and rosewater. 
finish – floral lavender rides a peppery juniper wave.   
garnish – grapefruit and nutmeg.  
 
Bols Genever, Netherlands       £9.5 
nose – pine forest juniper over a nutty malty/bready base with delicate floral jasmine. 
palate – resinous pine and eucalyptus with zingy spice.  
finish – slightly bitter, bready, burnt nutty toast.  
garnish – lime. 
 
Elephant Gin, Germany       £10 
nose – aromatic dry pine, lavender, freshly cut celery, root ginger and grapefruit. 
palate – dry pine and sweet floral flavours with rounding angelica root woodiness.   
finish – pine, camphor and lavender with lemon zest, ginger and black pepper spice.   
garnish – green apple. 
 
Dodd’s, England        £10.5 
nose – nutty, rooty pine and balsawood with black tea leaves and cardamom spice. 
palate – green flavour which combine well with piney juniper. 
finish – green leafy notes linger with white tea, pine and mixed peppery spice.   
garnish – apple and ginger.  
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GIN (Continued) 
 
Smooth Ambler Double Barrel, USA    £15.5 
nose – delightfully aromatic, orange marmalade boiling on the stove. 
palate – bitter sweet, dry oak, tangy orange marmalade with lemon verbena.  
finish – buttery oak and pine with marmalade citrus and lingering spice. 
garnish – lemon.   
 
The Botanist, Scotland       £9 
nose - juniper with sappy pine dominating but with an integrated herbal complexity. 
palate - junipery pine dominance continues in the clean finish. 
finish - superbly clean and juniper led.  
garnish – blueberries. 
 
Glendalough Seasonal Small Batch, Ireland      £12.5 
nose – complex, full of aroma. crisp, with notes of pine and berries. 
palate – full with light spice, a spectrum of floral falvours and a hint of raspberry.   
finish – long and clean with lingering orange blossom.  
garnish – juniper berries and orange. 
 
No. 3, England         £12 
nose – grapefruit and orange zest led fresh with good piny juniper and cardamom. 
palate: - zingly clean palate explodes with grapefruit and orange oil freshness.   
finish – long and spicy with the floral note the last impression.  
garnish – grapefruit.   
 
Plymouth, England      £9 
nose – juniper notes of pine, lavender and camphor with lemon zest and sage. 
palate – fresh zingy juniper with zesty lemony bite and orange ripeness.   
finish – refreshing pine freshness lingers with subtle white pepper and liquorice.  
garnish – lime. 
 
Sipsmith, England       £10 
nose – clean, assertive, fresh and pine forest juniper with perfumed floral lilac.  
palate – clean and led by piney juniper and coriander with zesty citrus and mild spice.  
finish – rich and old fashioned liquorice becomes evident and coats the tongue. 
garnish – orange.   
 
Bertha's Revenge Irish Milk, Ireland     £11 
nose – a good mix of spice and fruity vibrance. cumin complimented by juniper. 
palate – thick and mouth-filling, very smooth without much burn from the alcohol.  
finish – spice elements come through strongly.   
garnish – orange.   
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VODKA         
 
Belvedere, Poland      £11 
nose: floral notes and rye bread crust. 
palate: wonderfully clean and silky with creamy mouthfeel.  
finish: peppery spice with faint grassy notes and cream of soda vanilla.  
 
Grey Goose, France      £12 
nose: very clean with merest whiff of nuts and fennel.  
palate: clean and grainy with cracked pepper and mineral notes with faint aniseed.   
finish: long, clean, peppered finish with sweet liquorice.   
 
Black Cow Pure Milk, England     £9.5 
nose: clean mineral nose does indeed have slight whiff of dairy. 
palate: clean, spirit black pepper prickle, wet slate and charcoal. 
finish: clean, black pepper spirity spice.    
 
AKA, England       £15 
nose: cracked black and white pepper with faint turmeric.   
palate: clean, white and black pepper with faint fennel notes.     
finish: cracked black pepper finish with notes of charcoal.     
 
Chase Marmalade, England      £13 
nose: superbly clean orange zest with faint warm current buns.    
palate: slight honeyed sweetness, rich orange zest and bitter marmalade.      
finish: lingering bitter orange zest and cracked black pepper.      
 
Stolichnaya Red, Russia      £9 
nose: flinty and mineral notes with charcoal and cracked black pepper.     
palate: cracked black pepper with slight sweetness, creamy mouth feel and hints of 
aniseed.      
finish: slightly sweet with cracked black pepper. Hints of grainy aniseed.  
 
Snow Leopard, Poland       £12.5 
nose: wet stone with a faint note reminiscent of brown wrapping paper.      
palate: initial slightly sweet mineral with soft mouth develops with black pepper spice.      
finish: cracked black pepper with light liquorice.        
 
Konik’s Tail, Poland      £9 
nose: very clean with charcoal and white pepper spice.  
palate: slightly creamy mouthfeel. white and red pepper spice with faint nutty bran. 
finish: clean, peppery spiced finish with cereal and jammy raspberry.  
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RUM          
 
El Dorado 3 Years Old, Guyana     £9 
nose: notes of coconut and icing sugar, some tart citrus with cocoa. 
palate: dry, medium body with notes of dark brown sugar and coconut. 
finish: long and grassy, vanilla sweet. 
 
Angostura No.1 16 Years Old Cask Collection, Trinidad  £50 
nose: elegantly nutty, with macadamia nut notes bringing vanilla elements to the fore.  
palate: citrus is dialled down here, but it remains fruity with fig and raisin. 
finish: satisfyingly drying with lasting dried fruit touches. 
 
Foursquare 9 Years Old Port Cask Finish, Barbados   £25 
nose – peaches, vanilla even some red apple. 
palate – dried fruit with balanced oak and sherry.  
finish – warming, long and sweet. 
 
El Dorado 5 Years Old, Guyana     £9 
nose - big, powerful spicy aromas of cinnamon, charred oak and burnt sugar. 
palate - delightful whack of woody spice, softened by toffee/caramel notes.  
finish - The big-hearted spiciness just won’t die, fighting for supremacy with the oak. 
 
Sailor Jerry Spiced, Caribbean     £9 
nose - good sweetness with notes of vanilla spice, oak, cinnamon and ground ginger.  
palate - is dry and sweet with notes of winter spice and black pepper, toffee.  
finish - long and crisp with oak and spice. 
 
Caroni 12 Years Old, Trinidad     £32 
nose – warm, smooth and extremely refined. it develops into exotic fruit. 
palate – powerful, full-bodied. notes of vanilla and chocolate dominate. 
finish – rich, long and balanced with sweetness, spicy oak and touches of aniseed.   
 
Mezan Jamaica Barrique XO, Jamaica    £21 
nose – very pungent nose with fresh banana and sweet spice. 
palate – surprisingly light, very complex spice, banana again and hint of tobacco.   
finish – medium length, not too hot and is full of creamy chocolate.   
 
Santa Teresa 1796, Venezuela      £16 
nose - opens with toffee, brown sugar and vanilla aromas. 
palate - dark chocolate and maple syrupy on the palate, with a dense richness.  
finish - great length, a touch of pepper and developing complexity. 
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RUM (Continued)  
 
Clément Rhum Vieux Agricole Select Barrel , Martinique  £17 
nose – aromas of coffee, notes of pine cone and rosemary.  
palate – tart apricot, peach and banana meld with vanilla and toffee. 
finish – the finish gets a bit hot, flavours that linger are fresh and nuanced. 
 
Rumbullion, England       £12 
nose: a fabulously decadent nose of intense, sweet vanilla and flamed orange zest.  
palate - hints of manuka honey and mouth-watering cinnamon form its heart. 
finish - a long finish, with tongue-prickling spices and a stunning degree of freshness. 
 
English Harbour 5 Years Old, Antigua    £14 
nose - oaky and fruity with notes of gentle stone fruits and spice.  
palate - full of orchard fruit notes, a little tropical fruit, winter spice and notes of 
smoke. 
finish - sweet and spiced. 
 
Pusser's Navy Rum Overproof, Caribbean    £14 
nose – honey and vanilla with oak cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger. 
palate - treacle, vanilla, cinnamon, nutmeg, toffee and espresso.  
finish – long with burnt caramel, spice and prunes. 
 
Blackwell Black Gold, Jamaica     £9 
nose – pungent tropical fruit, toffee and treacle with mocha coffee.  
palate – woody, slightly bitter oak, toasty coconut and toffee syrup.  
finish – barbeque charcoal, dry lightly spiced oak and passion fruit.  
 
Ron Abuelo 7 Year Old Anejo, Panama    £9 
nose – dry at first, with hints of flowers and straw. rich notes of vanilla and caramel.  
palate – sweet at the tip of the tongue with warm flavours of toffee and caramel.   
finish – smooth smoky and long-lasting finish. 
 
El Dorado Rum 15 Year Old, Guyana    £17 
nose – dark brown sugar and thick, gooey toffee, notes of stewed stone fruit.  
palate – sweet and syrupy with notes of sweet spices. treacle, toffee and prunes.    
finish – long, creamy and thick, dark spices.  
 
Doorly’s XO, Bajan      £10 
nose – elegant and enticing. toffee, vanilla and dried fruits.  
palate – rich in flavour yet mellow and subtle. notes of brown sugar and raisins.      
finish – mellow and moreish. toasty oak and nuttiness from the sherry.   
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TEQUILA        
  
Ocho Blanco, Mexico      £7.5 
nose – full, ripe agave opening up to rounded sweetness.  
palate – intense agave flavour on the attack which develops into a sweet fruitiness.       
finish – extremely long due to its concentration, goes on and on.  
 
Ocho Reposado, Mexico      £8 
nose – delicate, soft and vanilla. 
palate – fine almond, vanilla with slight cinnamon notes. very little evidence of oak.        
finish – warm and long subtle finish.  
 
Excellia Reposado, Mexico      £15 
nose – rich honey and cigar box. 
palate – caramelized-agave/pumpkin notes mixed with subtle rancio. 
finish – long and satisfying with spicy and earthy notes.  
 
Don Julio 1942, Mexico      £39 
nose – a fresh blend of lime, grapefruit and mandarin citrus aromas.  
palate – full bodied and complex with expressions of cooked agave and wild honey. 
finish – bright and lightly spiced finish with the essence of wild honey.  
 

MEZCAL        
 
Meteoro, Mexico       £17 
nose – very pretty floral, sweet notes showing mild heat.  
palate – heat and citrus peel to start and then lots of mineral. 
finish – citrus peel peeking through, a similarity with high end bone dry riesling.   
 

PISCO 
 
Capel Transparent, Chile       £9 
nose – soft and elegant aroma reminiscent of azahar flowers, lime with hint of lychee.  
palate – smooth with a lime tone and burst of floral flavours and basil notes.  
finish – slightly spicy and dusty dry.    
 
Barsol Primera Quebranta, Peru     £15 
nose – very vinous grape almost burgundy or pinot noir smelling, hint of grapefruit.  
palate – nicely oily entry with slight bite when drinking straight.  
finish – medium-length finish, similar to a highland tequila but with a black grape. 
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EAU-DE-VIE 
 
Capovilla Distillato di Pesche Saturno, Italy    £38 
nose – bursting with aromas of fully ripened peaches and slight mandarin peel notes.  
palate – the flavours are generous and pure, with light alcohol warmth. 
finish – rich and intensely fruity with a pleasant sweetness. 
 
Capreolus Barrel Aged Apple Eau de Vie 2015, England  £17 
nose – sweet and spicy spirit with notes of apple, cinnamon and light toasty smoke.  
palate – sweet and sour. diverse and mouth filling flavours of the finest apples. 
finish – Very smooth. 
 
Kirsch (Cherry) G. Miclo, France     £12 
nose – fresh cherry and almond-like cherry stone with note of a jam donut. 
palate – clean cherry spirit with sweet cherry jam and faint almond. 
finish – lingering spirit heat with sweet cherry. 
 

RAICILLA 
 
La Venenosa Sur, Mexico      £33 
nose – a mixture of sharp raw and smoky cooked agave notes.   
palate – soft and sweet on the palate.  
finish – soft and lingering, with sweet creamy notes slowly becoming spicy.  
 

CALVADOS         
 
Henry de Querville, France     £16 
nose – nutty, with toffee-like aromas and hints of marzipan. 
palate – stewed fruits, sandalwood, peppermint and custard.  
finish – nutty, sweet and very spicy.  
 
Roger Groult Doyen d'Age, France     £67 
nose – complex flavour with hints of candied fruit, vanilla, white honey.  
palate – elegant, rounded, balanced flavour with hints of baked sweet apples.  
finish – long and intense. 
 
Château du Breuil 12 Year Old, France    £29 
nose – the smell of apple dominates, there is a hints of oak, vanilla and cocoa. 
palate – very soft, the alcohol barely burns the palate as an entry of sweet apple. 
finish – fresh and clean apple notes with the nip of cinnamon and a lingering taste.  
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WHISKY        
 
Like wines, the single malts of Scotland are grouped by region although 
these regions offer a guideline rather than a rule. The regions of Scotland – 
the Lowlands, the Highlands, Campbeltown and the island of Islay – have 
their origins in the regulation of licences and duties, but they do also 
embrace certain characteristics. 
 
How to drink whisky  
 
There is no right or wrong way to drink Scotch whisky - it's all down to 
personal taste, however, here are a few suggestions:  
 
Many who drink whisky neat say they do not want to spoil the taste by 
adding water. However, equally as many will say that adding a touch of 
water, serves to enhance the distinctive aroma and flavour of a whisky, 
softening it up to help make the individual flavours more accessible. In some 
areas tap water contains high amounts of chlorine and therefore would not 
complement a whisky, so it is best to opt for bottled mineral water, which we 
offer complimentary with our whiskies if you prefer (please just ask).  
 
Adding ice to a whisky can be considered a shame because it will only dull 
the fine taste and wonderful aromas. Similarly, carbonated water is not an 
ideal accompaniment for whisky as it may also interfere with the aromas.  
 
All of our whiskies are served in 50ml and the above tasting notes are based 
on the whisky being undiluted. Adding a touch of water should help you 
access these flavours a little more easily.  
 
As they say in Scotland................’Slangevar’! 
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SPEYSIDE 
 
Speysides are essentially sweet whiskies, famous for their elegance and 
complexity. They have little peaty character (although some have a whiff of 
smoke) and can be highly perfumed: scents of carnations, roses and violets. 
 
Strathisla 12 Year Old      £17 
nose – elegant, with apple and pear notes to the fore, with delicious ripe fruit. 
palate – fruit salad and fresh fruit, well supported by biscuit malt and a hint of coffee. 
finish – very clean and well defined.   
 
The Balvenie 21 Year Old Port Wood     £52 
nose – elegant. white peach and a faint puff of smoke. 
palate – surprisingly delicate. red fruit, raisins, an edge of white grape and honey. 
finish – cocoa, slightly bitter as it tails away gracefully.  
 
Mortlach 14 Year Old, Bourbon Cask     £44 
nose – apples, lemons and a hint of malt. 
palate – smooth notes of citrus and vanilla dominate and have a slightly oily texture 
finish – long, with hints of pine, wood and smoke. 
 
Tomintoul 16 Year old       £23 
nose – medium-bodied and punchy. notes of stemmy cut hay and dried grasses. 
palate – notes of boiled sweets, espresso, mochaccino, ground almonds and vanilla. 
finish – good length with notes of almond and barley sugar. 
 
Macallan Gold       £13 
nose – sweet notes of toffee and custard tarts balanced by some fresh green-apple. 
palate – cinnamon, raisins, baked apples, panna cotta. quite rich and weighty.  
finish – smooth, rich and clean.   
 
Macallan Rare Cask      £64 
nose – vanilla, raisin, cinnamon, nutmeg and clove.  
palate – vanilla and chocolate complement each other, but oak takes control. 
finish – light citrus zest, yet full and warming.   
 
North of Scotland 1971 Bottling Note    £95 
nose – buttered toast, chewy caramels and ginger biscuits. 
palate – caramel, vanilla and cooking spice with little praline and pistachio.  
finish – sweet spices, with a final hint of toffee apple.  
 
The Balvenie 12 Years Old Double Wood    £22 
nose – sweet fruit and oloroso sherry notes, layered with honey and vanilla.  
palate – smooth and mellow with cinnamon spiciness and a layer of sherry. 
finish – sweet spice, red fruits, rich sponge cake. 
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SPEYSIDE CONTINUED  
 
Macallan M Decanter      £1800 
nose – dried fruits ripen, then soften showing off velvet sateen.  
palate – the palate opens rich in wood spices, slowly showing all their viscosity.  
finish – heavier raisin and sultana flavours take over, meandering to a long full finish. 
 
Strathisla 1965       £350 
nose – toffee, vanilla and fleshy dried fruits with a hint of pineapple and thyme. 
palate – there is a fruitiness on the palate off-set with denser sweet sherry notes. 
finish – the finish is long and reminiscent of red fruits and menthol. 
 
The Balvenie 40 Years Old     £1650 
nose – toffee, vanilla and fleshy dried fruits with a hint of pineapple and thyme. 
palate – there is a fruitiness on the palate off-set with denser sweet sherry notes. 
finish – the finish is long and reminiscent of red fruits and menthol. 
 
Glen Grant 1966       £270 
nose – is quite full and sweet with notes of vanilla spice and winter fruitcake. 
palate – there are notes of cut grass and hints of rhubarb crumble. 
finish – the finish is long with oaken vanilla notes. 
 
Macallan 18 Years Old      £120 
nose – honey-drizzled cacao nibs and a touch of crushed hazelnut. 
palate – toffee, green tea, chocolate orange and a spicy spark of fresh ginger. 
finish – lingering oak, with a hint of dried grass. 
 
Strathisla 1949       £1300 
nose – notes of rubbery sherry and chewy sultanas, hints of tannic oak and fruits. 
palate – there are notes of barley sugars and sultanas and sherried peels. 
finish – the finish is lightly smoked and well-oaked. 
 
The Balvenie 30 Years Old     £350 
nose – round and complex with a gentle development of floral honey.  
palate – warming and rich. a sweet honey develops, vanilla, a hint of cigar leaf  
finish – the finish is long and honeyed, subtly fading away with floral and fruity hints. 
 
Glenlivet 1961       £360 
nose – subtle honey and vanilla aromas with a touch of beeswax.  
palate – mouth warming with hints of black pepper and delicate ripe fruit flavours. 
finish – long, smooth and sweet. 
 

The Balvenie 17 Years Old Sherry Cask    £45 
nose – starts immediately dry, mostly on coffee and bitter cocoa. 
palate – prunes, Corinth raisins, pleasant tannicity 
finish – pleasant tannins and an aftertaste on cooked blackcurrants and prunes. 
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ISLAY 
 
Generally opposite to the characteristics of Speyside, tending to be dry and 
peaty; behind the smoke however, they can have gentle mossy scents and 
some spice. The southern Islay distilleries produce powerfully phenolic 
whiskies, with aromas redolent of tar, smoke, iodine and carbolic.  
 
Lagavulin 16 Year Old       £18 
nose – sweet spices, good, mature sherry and creamy vanilla.  
palate – very thick and rich. mouthful of malt, sherry and good fruity sweetness.  
finish – long, spicy finish, figs, dates, peat smoke and vanilla.  
 
Bunnahabhain 10 Year Old, Sherry Cask     £57 
nose – apple and pear, dark rum spices, a little grapefruit zest and coffee beans. 
palate – spicy and sweet, notes of oak, chamomile and peppermint. 
finish – long, spiced and floral.  
 
Caol Ila 18 Year Old       £44 
nose – a rather subtle nose with hints of peat, vanilla and liquorice. 
palate – a creamy texture is apparent, with notes of almonds and grapefruit. 
finish – a subtle yet finish, with peat and a touch of pineapple continuing to the end. 
 
Laphroaig 10 Year Old      £12 
nose – huge smoke, seaweedy, "medicinal", with a hint of sweetness. 
palate – surprising sweetness with hints of salt and layers of peatiness. 
finish – lingering. 
 
Bruichladdich Islay Barley 2009     £16 
nose – white grapes and orchard fruits, herbaceous mint and vanilla. 
palate – fresh waffles with apple slices and a generous pouring of syrup.  
finish – warming with continued golden cereals. 
 
Ardbeg Uigeadail      £21 
nose – freshly ground espresso beans, cereal notes and a most sophisticated tar. 
palate – led by sweet, ripe fruit and black forest honey.  
finish – very long, caramel and malt weave their way through peat smoke. 
  
Cask Islay       £16 
nose – warm and fiery, roasting peat kiln, some citrus notes after the smoke. 
palate – oily, burnt toffee, juicy barley and rich peat smoke. 
finish – sweet apple and light smoke lasts on the long finish. 
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LOWLANDS 
 
Typically have a dry finish, which makes them excellent aperitifs. The dryness 
comes from the malt itself, not from peat (Lowlands tend to use unpeated 
malt). Their aromatic intensity is low, and tends to be grassy or herbal, with 
grainy and floral notes. 
 
Auchentoshen 12 Year Old      £12.5 
nose – cereals, exotic fruits.  
palate – tannins, a little sweet barley, vanilla. 
finish – dry and very long, a little sweetness from the barley. 
 
Bladnoch 1993       £52 
nose – some subtle malty aromas develop and hints of exotic fruit. 
palate – creamy and sweet, with rounded fruity influences developing peach. 
finish – delicate and fragrant. 
 
Rare Old Littlemill 1985      £210 
nose – peach and apricot aromas initially. influences of hay with a touch of lime. 
palate – cracked black pepper with sweet fruit elements, peach and grapefruit. 
finish – spiced finish. 
 
Port Dundas 11 Years Old 2004     £18 
nose – coffee bean, chicory and a whole heap of vanilla beans. 
palate – mocha, icing sugar and a touch of oak spice simmering away at the centre. 
finish – butterscotch and orange peel. 
 
Cameron Brig        £11 
nose – light, subtle. honey, spice.  
palate – caramel, mixed peels, a touch of sherry, sultanas. 
finish – medium length, oak and honey, more peels. 
 
Carsebridge 52 Year Old       £122 
nose – rounded and creamy with floral notes with soft fudge and buttery pastry. 
palate – creamy, perhaps even richer, with fresh vanilla pods, thick caramel and cedar. 
finish – extremely long.  
 
Strathclyde 30 Year Old 1985      £81 
nose – very creamy, nice and spicy with banana milkshake, caramel and gypsy tart! 
palate – more of that evaporated milk and muscovado goodness and treacle. 
finish – fudge and molasses. 
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ISLAND 
 
Balance is a recurring theme. It is hard to categorise them, indeed the fact 
they are a category of their own is most probably for geographic ease rather 
than for discerning between styles. There is often, however, a marked salinity, 
particularly in whiskies from the Isle of Jura, with their oily nature. 
 
Scapa 16 Year Old       £55 
nose – quite thick and rich with notes of honeycomb and toffee. 
palate – full-bodied. notes of honeyed oak notes with winter spices and cloves 
finish – long and developing with notes of dry oak and a gentle, weaving smoke. 
 
Talisker 30 Year Old      £170 
nose – elegant smoke blends together effortlessly with red fruits and coastal peat. 
palate – a finely-tuned balance of sweetness from plump berries and peppery heat.  
finish – final flourishes of smoke and salinity. 
 
Isle of Jura Superstition      £18 
nose – it’s quite sweet and creamy, and reminds us of chantilly cream. 
palate – sweet and porridge-like. a cereal fest on the tongue, with hints of pepper. 
finish – medium length with cocoa and rice paper with hints of honey and spice. 
 
Highland Park 1973      £230 
nose – rich and complex with citrus touches of lime, toffee, vanilla and dried leaves. 
palate – Smooth, very fruity, great sweetness, all kind of deserts. 
finish – Long and burning, becomes much more citrusy and lemony in the end. 
 

CAMPBELTOWN 
 
Traditionally full-flavoured and full-bodied whiskies, famous for their depth of 
flavour and for their slightly salty tang in the finish. They are referred to as 
“’The Hector of the West’, the deepest voice in the choir”. The overall 
impression is often compared to ‘sea mist.’ 
 
Springbank 10 Year Old       £15.5 
nose – briar, pine nut, dried fruit.  with time more fruit emerges; raspberry, peach. 
palate – very creamy mouthfeel, smoky and heathery, with honey and gentle spice. 
finish – restrained peppery tingle with polished malt notes. 
 
Glen Scotia 24 Years Old 1991     £71 
nose – spiced plums, toffee, raisins, almonds, touch of dried herbs. 
palate – orchard fruit, burnt cereal, a plum wine sauce note and sweet red fruit. 
finish – plums and flamed orange peel. 
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HIGHLANDS 
 
Malts tend to be light bodied, delicate whiskies with complex aromas and a 
dry(ish) finish that is sometimes spicy, and sometimes has a trace of salt.  
 
Dalmore 25 Year Old       £310 
nose – vanilla pods, soft fig cake and orange peel. 
palate – citrus, sherry soaked raisins and luxury chocolate truffles. 
finish – demerara sugar and bitter dark chocolate. 
 
Ancnoc 12 Year Old       £16 
nose – soft, very aromatic with a hint of honey and lemon in the foreground. 
palate – initially sweet with and appetising fruitiness. 
finish – long and smooth. 
 
Fettercairn 24 Year Old       £82 
nose – nutty, spicy nose with notes of caramel, toffee popcorn and calves leather. 
palate – malty and spicy with notes of berry fruits, star anise and a little orange zest. 
finish – long and fruity with notes of buttery toffee and malt. 
 
Dalmore Cigar Malt Reserve      £30 
nose – malty. rich and creamy. lots of toffee. mint chocolate. fresh and lively.  
palate – round and sweet. good balance with the nose.  
finish – lingering, fruity, sensuous. 
 
Glenmorangie Signet       £45 
nose – chocolate raisins, an old-fashioned cocktail, cocoa. peels. 
palate – sweet, syrupy cinnamon, dries, huge cocoa, oranges, lychees, malt.  
finish – dries and becomes pleasantly rubbery, fruity. 
 
Oban 14 Years Old       £16 
nose – rich sweetness and fruits - oranges, lemons and pears, with sea-salt. 
palate – mouth-filling late autumn fruits, followed by a smoky malty dryness. 
finish – long, smooth-sweet finish with oak-wood, dryness and a grain of salt. 
 
Dalmore 15 Years Old       £20 
nose – very approachable, with tempting notes of dried fruit and cinnamon. 
palate – rich, classic christmas-cake notes of raisins, currants, cherries and nutmeg. 
finish – sweet and raisiny, this rich-tasting dram lingers for a long time. 
 
The Glendronach 18 Year Old Allardice    £36 
nose – fudge notes, muscovado sugar, fruit compote, morello cherries and sugar. 
palate – christmas cake fruitiness, dark chocolate richness, spicy notes. 
finish – somewhat long. gets much nuttier here. pistachios, walnuts, and hazelnuts. 
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AMERICAN WHISKEY  AND BOURBON    
 
Roots go back to the late 1700s, when westbound British, Irish and Scottish 
settlers started making whiskey in Kentucky. American whiskeys may often be 
categorised as pertaining to toastiness, spice and vanilla sweetness. Bourbon 
is made from a grain mixture; this gives Bourbon its sweet flavor that you 
don’t get with whisky. 
 
Evan Williams Extra Aged, Bourbon     £9 
nose – candle wax, cantaloupe, burned marshmallow, butane lighter fluid.  
palate – sweet white chocolate and maple sugar candy. 
finish – vanilla, créme brûlée, blackstrap rum, and candy corn. medium-length. 
 
Bernheim Original, Whiskey     £32 
nose – warm, welcoming, appetising. the bakery aromas of sunday brunch. 
palate – pancakes. cornbread. buttered corn. peach cobbler. pecan pie.  
finish – a hint of soft, leafy, balancing dryness. 
 
Garrison Brothers Texas,  Bourbon     £41 
nose – rich, deep aroma of butterscotch, nutmeg, vanilla and coconut.  
palate – notes of caramelized oranges and fruit with touches of melted butter. 
finish – smooth, with touches of toffee, milk chocolate and espresso. 
 
High West Rendezvouz Rye, Whiskey     £27 
nose – rustic notes of oak and fruit, followed by sweeter notes of toffee. 
palate – oak spices, pepper and even some chillies. needless to say, it's rather spicy.  
finish – the heat continues from the palate with fresh oak and tea leaves. 
 
Wild Turkey Russell’s Reserve 10 Year Old, Bourbon   £32 
nose – cinnamon raisin bread, sweet vanilla and honey. 
palate – orange, cloves and oak, which are complemented by maple and caramel. 
finish – slightly warming, with a well-balanced complexity. 
 
Balcones Texas Single Malt, Whiskey     £45 
nose – freshly baked banana bread with undertones of vanilla and hint of wood. 
palate – estery with apple and orchard fruits. brown sugar makes an appearance too. 
finish – warm, woody spices and some breadiness. 
 
Hillrock, Bourbon       £85 
nose – sweet nose with caramel and vanilla, slightly floral and fruity. 
palate – spicy notes of clove. well-balanced with roasted corn, toast and raisin. 
finish – medium-long with notes of sweet caramel and butterscotch. 
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BLENDED SCOTCH  
 
Roughly nine out of 10 bottles of Scotch sold around the world are blends – 
that is, a mix of grain and single malt whiskies.  
 
Compass Box Great King Street     £12 
nose – sweet and creamy, with lots of cereal notes, vanilla, dried fruits and citrus. 
palate – a gentle, creamy whisky, which develops a great deal of richness.  
finish – rich and sweet, with a long finish which tails off with notes of quince jelly. 
 
Monkey Shoulder      £9 
nose – plenty of vanilla and a sprinkling of winter spice (nutmeg, and cinnamon).  
palate – very malty, creamy delivery with a suggestion of berry fruit. 
finish – medium length, spicy oak and a hint of peppermint on the tail. 
 
Naked Grouse       £9.5 
nose – smooth and oily with notes of cherry, buttered granary toast and peach. 
palate – sherried and thick with notes of sticky toffee pudding and crème caramel. 
finish – medium, with notes of cocoa and just a soupcon of smoke on the very tail. 
 

JAPANESE WHISKY 
 
Japanese whiskies are crafted in the Scottish style. One regularly hears them 
described as being smooth, perfumed with honeyed sweetness.  
 
Nikka Yoichi Single Malt      £36 
nose – full-bodied, smooth, candied citrus fruit, black liquorice and spices.  
palate – firm, powerful. a balance of peat, smoke, spices, fresh fruit and nuts.  
finish – long, silky. extremely mature, it overflows with ripe fruit (pear, mirabelle plum).  
 
Suntory Yamazaki 12 Year Old     £20 
nose – cinnamon, red apple, muscovado sugar and jasmine blossom. 
palate – medium bodied and honeyed in style, vanilla malt bursts with apple fruit. 
finish – woody oxidised pineapple notes linger on the pleasant finish. 
 
Mars Maltage Cosmo      £40 
nose – soft vanilla notes up front, joined by sweet red fruit (cherry and raspberry). 
palate – orange oil and chocolate, fresh barley and toasty oak. 
finish – fresh plum and white grape. cereals and chocolate biscuits. 
 
Hibiki 17 Year Old      £52 
nose – notes of honey and wax, resin and oak. there are notes of gentle smoke . 
palate – sweet and rich. there are crisp notes of mixed peels, raisin and custard. 
finish – long with notes of oak and cocoa and sherried peels. 
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WHISKIES OF THE WORLD     
 
We love whiskies from all around the world, and have a staggering range of 
spirits from across the globe.  
 
Bakery Hill Double Wood, Australia     £50 
nose – hint of apricot and plum and then reveals an intermingling of golden syrup. 
palate – orange marmalade, rich nougat sweetness and well balanced oak. 
finish – rounded, well finished, lingering to the very end. 
 
Amrut Single Malt, India      £20 
nose – intense barley and grain, nutty, citrus, apricot. 
palate – barley, honey develops with allspice, apricot, rum. 
finish – apples, apricot, greengages, malt, fruit. 
 
Teeling Small Batch, Ireland     £15 
nose – cut grass and orange blossom. allspice, hints of vanilla and apple pie.  
palate – spiced, rich palate with rose petal jelly, lemon curd and creamy vanilla. 
finish – floral, herbal finish. caramel on the tail. 
 
Seagram's VO, Canada      £18 
nose – juicy, spicy rye grains, dried apricot, lemon curd, oak and gritty sweetness. 
palate – spicy and creamy, medium-bodied with honey, caramel and coffee.  
finish – medium length, spicy and sweet. 
 
Penderyn Madeira Finish, Wales      £20 
nose – sweet, medium body. herbal, vanilla, sweetness, sultanas and toast.  
palate – thick and sweet, spices, green, biscuity. custard. 
finish – fresh, crisp, spices and stem ginger. 
 
Blue Hanger 9th, England      £40 
nose – aromas of orange peel, vanilla and peat-smoke. 
palate – the palate is luscious and complex leading to the fruity, smoky finale. 
finish – toffee, touch of bitterness, almonds, pineapples, lingering. 
 
Hven Megrez Single Malt, Sweden     £48 
nose – candied peels, ginger, vanilla, red fruits and a whiff of smoke. 
palate – barley, cooking spices and a hint of pepper.  
finish – long and smoky. 
 
Bain's Cape, South Africa      £17 
nose – grapefruit peels, custard creams and icing sugar.  
palate – soft and well-rounded with continued vanilla. fresh pear and oaky warmth. 
finish – the sweet citrus peels return, along with a little bit of meadowsweet. 
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PRE-PROHIBITION AND RARE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN 
WHISKEY AND BOURBON 
 
Old Mock 1916       £1600 
nose – warming with spicy caramel, butterscotch, grilled fruits and soupy scent. 
palate – the feel is quite fierce initially, but the flavour is quite smooth.  
finish – just screams “bourbon” at me. wood and just a little bit astringent. 
 
Pappy Van Winkle 23      £1100 
nose – dark fruit, espresso coffee, oak and buttery toffee. sublime stuff. 
palate – rich and spicy. oak underpinning nutty sweetness, honey and star anise. 
finish – spicy, sweet with an incredibly long and earthy finish. 
 
Canadian Club 1892       £1200 
nose – a dark rich baking spice aroma with Demerara accents of dark brown sugar. 
palate – light oily softness which coats your palate with oak spices. 
finish – the finish is a cascade of spicy and dry fruit. this is truly a collector's piece. 
 
Old Overholt 6 Years Old Rye 1942 Bottling Note   £600 
nose – mild spice is there, alongside some sweetness and fruitiness, especially apples. 
palate – vanilla, then that rye spice and summer fruits. 
finish – more prominent rye on the finish. 
 
Schenley Reserve 1940 Bottling Note    £290 
nose – very soft and gives way to caramel and vanilla 
palate – a light butter coats the tongue with hot rye spice and light corn syrup.  
finish – is of a dry rye; but the exit is of a honeyed bourbon with buttery caramel. 
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COGNAC AND ARMAGNAC  
 
Cognac and Armagnac are two distinct styles of brandy made in the regions 
immediately north and south of Bordeaux. Cognac tends to be very smooth, 
floral and fruity while Armagnac is more earthy, powerful and robust. 
 

Tesseron Trésor XO, Cognac      £170 
nose – cognac has a rich bouquet with bitter marmalade bright colours.  
palate – rich, soft and luxurious taste of cognac demonstrates bitter-sweet tone. 
finish – incredibly long. 
 

Tesseron Extrême, Cognac     £650 
nose – smooth and beautiful soft trail.  
palate - velvety and elastic taste offers exceptional softness. 
finish - the finish is lingering, soft. 
 

Prunier V.S.O.P. Cognac       £22 
nose – complex, dominated by chocolate, tobacco and leather aromas. 
palate - powerful yet also delicate with cocoa flavours, tropical fruit and spices.  
finish - long finish with caramel and a well-balanced burn. 
 

Frapin Luxe VS, Cognac      £24 
nose – smells of dried berries with hints of orange marmalade. 
palate - ripe white grapes and oak; mid-palate features long, honey-sweet tastes. 
finish - light and long. 
 

Tesseron Royal Blend, Cognac      £230 
nose – cognac with stunning delicate aroma filled notes of fruit, flowers and spices. 
palate – rich, exceptional softness combined with infinite depth of complexity. 
finish – long velvety finish with hints of chocolate. 
 

Bas Francis Darroze 20 Year Old, Armagnac    £43 

nose – aromatic and refined with green pear skin. 
palate - cinnamon spiced oak with orchard fruit ripeness. 
finish - delicately spiced pear and soft oak finish. 
 

Comte de Lauvia V.S.O.P. 8 Year Old, Armagnac   £16 
nose – gently perfumed nose with rose floral hints and vanilla.  
palate - good spice. clean, fresh and spirity. 
finish - lively with floral aromatics and some ripe fruit. 
 

Louis Royer Eloge, Cognac     £500 
nose – Delicate notes of wild flowers including Hyacinth and orange blossom. 
palate - Subtle and smooth notes of blackberry, lychee and exotic fruits. 
finish - An elegant and long lasting finish brought forth by flavours of sandlewood. 
 

LIQUEURS AND FORTIFIED WINES  
The Hyde Bar selection     from £8.50 
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CIGARS  
 
Partagas Serie D No.4      £24.5 
appearance - oily maduro wrapper is smooth and silky. 
construction - flawless construction, well rolled, burns evenly and draw is fairly easy. 
flavor - offers flavors of precious wood, cinnamon and smooth finish. 
pairing - port, bourbon or islay whiskies. 
 
Bolivar Royal Coronas      £26.5 
appearance - very short and stout. pleasing to the sight, almost comforting.  
construction - it has an amazing draw, and a decent plume of smoke.  
flavor - very smooth, hearty robustness, very pleasurable earthy wood tinge to it.  
pairing - cognac (warmed.) trust us when we say this…you won’t be disappointed. 
 
Montecristo No.2      £32 
appearance - very good appearance, with a chocolate wrapper. 
construction - the construction is just impeccable, the draw was very slightly firm.  
flavor - spicy and creamy characters, with rich and powerful woody and cedar flavors.  
pairing - moscow mule cocktail or santa teresa 1796 rum.  
 
Montecristo Petit Edmundo     £22.5 
appearance - the wrapper's quite oily, not really flawless but it only adds to its charm.  
construction - is great, with a slow, self-correcting burn and an impeccable draw. 
flavor - notes of dark bitter chocolate, loads of dry cedar flavors with a hint of pepper. 
pairing - port or tesseron cognac.  
 
Cohiba Siglo VI       £48 
appearance - flawless chocolate wrapper, neat, shiny band. 
construction - perfect draw all the way, regular burn and fair amounts of smoke. 
flavor - woody and grassy aromas steadily set in. 
pairing - caol ila 18 year old, ardbeg uigeadail or ipa. 
 
Cohiba Siglo II       £23.5 
appearance - beautiful mareva; vein-free, firm yet spongy and a deep cedar nose. 
construction - exceptionally constructed and crafted cigar that smokes well. 
flavor - tasty, creamy, smooth, with grassy flavour combined with hints of fresh beans.  
pairing - dalmore 15 years old or angostura no.1 16 years old cask collection. 
 
Cohiba Maduro Genios      £48  
appearance - is oily, very rich and essentially woody. 
construction - the wrapper is a dark maduro and the draw is never too tight. 
flavor - full-bodied, heavy flavors of dark wood and fallen the finish is very soothing.  
pairing - port or foursquare 9 years old port cask finish. 
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Romeo y Julieta Petit Julieta’s     £9 
appearance - subtle notes of earthy and leathery. 
construction - easy draw and tight cigar. 
flavor – smooth and a little bit spicy towards the end. 
pairing - glass of laurent-perrier or bordeaux blend wine.  
 
Romeo y Julieta Wide Churchill     £31 
appearance - packed in a moderately brown wrapper.  
construction - the burn is consistent and smooth. 
flavor - woody and oftentimes fruity and even melon-like notes. very pleasant. 
pairing - hibiki 17 year old or martini.  
 
H.Upmann Half Coronas      £13.5 
appearance - wrapper is a medium brown, pre-light aroma smells of hay and honey. 
construction - the burn is just slightly uneven, but construction is close to perfect. 
flavor - a bit of spice, creamier characteristic and cocoa note. 
pairing - coffee or gin and tonic.  
 
H.Upmann Coronas Junior     £11.5 
appearance - the cigar is a nice tan color with very small veins. 
construction – attractive and good draw.  
flavor - delicious flavors of wood, spices, sweetness and some hints of nuts. 
pairing - cappuccino or highland whiskies.  
 
Hoyo De Monterrey Petit Robustos    £20 
appearance - the wrapper, fairly rustic and well-rolled. 
construction - the draw is spot on with decent construction. 
flavor - a typical peppery cuban blast, then quickly deploys chocolate notes.  
pairing - oaked wines or lagavulin 16 year old. 
 
Hoyo De Monterrey Epicure Especial    £29.5 
appearance - a beautiful dark brown wrapper, smooth with a very toothy binder. 
construction - the ash is quite solid and not too flaky. 
flavor - the wrapper smells of spices and earth.  
pairing - classic champagne cocktail. 
 
Romeo y Julieta Churchill      £36 
appearance – smooth, soft and very pungent looking cigar. 
construction - the foot is nice and tight without looking over-packed.  
flavor - there are light aromas of tobacco and citrus at cold. 
pairing - bas francis darroze 20 year old or frapin luxe vs. 
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BOTTLE BEERS  
 
Pale Fire     330ml   £7 
A refreshing house pale ale which delivers plenty of hop characters. Dry-hopped with 
Amarillo and Mosaic for bountiful tropical fruit aromas.  
 
Islington Steam Lager   330ml   £7 
An unfiltered, unpasteurised lager with a difference. Hammerton Brewery use San 
Francisco Lager yeast fermented at ale temperatures to release delicate fruity esters, 
whilst Vienna malt is used to give the beer a hint of sweetness. 
 
Peroni     330ml   £5 
Peroni Nastro Azzurro is the best-selling Italian premium lager worldwide, with its 
distinctive, intensely crisp and refreshing character. 
 
Wu Changs     330ml   £6.5 
Light refreshing wheat beer with subtle flavours of herbs, clove, bread and banana. A 
versatile food matching beer suiting a wide range of dishes. 
 
Bosko an IPA    330ml   £7.5 
Full-bodied IPA dry-hopped with generous amounts of Amarillo and Mosaic hops. A 
modest addition of crystal malt provides a balanced slightly sweet IPA. 
 

BOTTLE CIDERS 
 
Orpans Cider    500ml   £6 
Orpen’s Cider is a freshly pressed apple cider from Ireland. Made from Irish apples 
only, no apple concentrate, colourings, flavourings or artificial sweeteners. (Not 
Pasteurised).   
 

SOFT DRINKS 
 
Coca-Cola/Diet-Cola,   200ml   £3 
Fever Tree Selection   200ml   £3.5 
Juices Selection     200ml   £3.5 
 
The Hyde Filtered Water  
Still/Sparkling    750ml   £5 
Still/Sparkling     330ml   £2.5 
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ALCOHOL BY VOLUME 
 

 
Champagne 12.0%-13.0% 
White Wine 12.0%-14.0% 
Red Wine 12.0%-14.5% 

Beers 0.05%-5.1% 
Vermouth 14.7%-18.0% 

Campari 15.0% 
Pernod 40.0% 
Ricard 45.0% 

Sherry15.5%-17.5% 
Gin 37.5%-49.3% 

Vodka 37.5%-40.0% 
Rum 37.5%-40.0% 

Whiskies 40.0%-58.7% 
Cognac 40.0%-47.0% 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

All spirits are served as 50ml measures, 25ml measures are available upon request. 
Mixers not included. Champagne is sold by the glass measured at 125ml. Still Wines 

are sold by the glass measured at 175ml, 125ml measured are available upon request. 
All prices are inclusive of 20% VAT. 
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